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INTRODUCTION
This report gives an overview of the
impact of the support from Tjommie
on Ndlovu Care Group’s programmes
between January 2020 and December
2020.

The support from Tjommie enables Ndlovu
Care Group to make a lasting difference
in the lives of children and youth living in
poverty and exclusion in the communities
of Moutse Valley, Sekhukhune, Limpopo,
South Africa.

Ndlovu Care Group’s role in this community since 1994

services, access to health and no educational program

has helped many children in the Ndlovu Child Care & Youth

running had dire consequences to the vulnerable child in this

Development Programme with the maximum opportunity to

community.

evolve step-by-step towards responsible, healthy, employable
South Africans.

The survival strategies and networks of support for poor
households collapse under the prevailing “new normal” and

With the emergence of the Covid-19 pandemic, organisations

they are unable to secure sufficient food, never mind other

were forced to operate in a new landscape. The world has

necessities. Protracted support for marginalised communities

changed fundamentally and the change has been rapid and

was a priority during this reporting period and perhaps years

ubiquitous, and it has required new levels of resilience from

to come.

individuals, communities, companies and organisations alike.
Although the Covid-19 pandemic will eventually pass, it
All our Child Care Programmes were closed between March

simply deepened the fault lines in our society and its impact

and August 2020 as a measure to curb the spread of the

will no doubt be felt for years to come. All the while, we are

Covid-19 pandemic.

interrogating and exploring how our post-COVID world could
be much better for the communities we serve who have

This was of course inevitable and in line with lockdown

always had the odds stacked against them.

regulations but the impact of not having any nutritional
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ABOUT NDLOVU CARE GROUP
Our Vision

Who we are
Ndlovu Care Group (NCG) works with communities to design and implement

Creating healthy, responsible and

innovative, evidence-based solutions and programmes through an integrated

self-sustaining communities in rural

approach addressing: Healthcare, Child Care & Youth Development, WASH

South Africa.

(Water Sanitation and Hygiene), Infrastructure Support and Research for
improved cohesive community development.

Our Mission

Our story

In collaboration with its communities,

Ndlovu Care Group (NCG) was founded in 1994, and serves the communities

Ndlovu Care Group designs and

of Moutse Valley, Sekhukhune, Limpopo, South Africa with approximately over

implements innovative approaches

140 000 inhabitants. Currently 145 employees of which more than 76% hails

leading to better health and health

from the local community. Water scarcity remains a major concern in the

care, to new opportunities for

district. Approximately 79% of the Sekhukhune District Municipality population

children and youth through integrated

is poor/indigent – where the total income is below R1500 per month and qualify

“Cradle to Adulthood Programs”,

to receive free basic water which has a significant impact on cost-recovery

and to knowledge through ground-

possibilities for the municipality. Sekhukhune District falls in socioeconomic

breaking research.

Quintile 1, among the poorest districts in South Africa, with unemployment
rates over 45%. Youth unemployment rate (15-34 years) is around 60%. Over
50% of the households in this area are female headed. Among pregnant women
the HIV prevalence rates varies from 19-27%, overall prevalence is 16.9%.
Approximately 48% of the
OVER

population is below the

FEMALE HEADED
HOUSEHOLDS

age of 18 years of age.

50%

MORE THAN

140 000

PEOPLE LIVING
IN MOUTSE

The education systems are
impoverished, the Limpopo

16.9%

SEKHUKHUNE, LIMPOPO
SOUTH AFRICA

OVERALL HIV
PREVALENCE

province continues to be the
worst performing province in
the country, with an average
2019 Matric pass rate of

65.46%

MATRIC PASS RATE

73.2%, below the national
average of 81.3%. Schools
in Moutse posted an average
of 65.46% Matric pass rate
in 2019. There is hardly any

145 76%

45%

OVER

UNEMPLOYED

4

60%

OVER

UNEMPLOYED YOUTH
15-34 YEARS

NDLOVU
EMPLOYEES

FROM THE
COMMUNITY

access to tertiary education
and for those school leavers
who pass Matric long term
unemployment is waiting.
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KEY HIGHLIGHTS

CHILD CARE & YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

Over 15000 direct beneciaries reached

1819 Food gardens established
10393 Direct beneciaries
130

35

937 Households reached
10279 Direct beneciaries

5480

Food parcels
distributed

Children graduated from our Early
Childhood Development (ECDs) centres
in 2020 to start primary school in 2021

Girls in the PowerGirls Programme

Launched towards the end of 2019, with the aim of
transforming vulnerable girls from the local community
to become outspoken and powerful young women,
capable of becoming change agents within their
communities.

progress on the vocational
65% Overall
training programmes for children and
youth living with disabilities

23

Children received school uniform
and clothing

247
2013

Leaners enrolled into the After
School Programme
Children & youth used our Cruyff
Courts regularly in 2020

NDLOVU YOUTH CHOIR
During the Covid-19 pandemic, the choir continues to offer hope and
inspiration with their enthusiastic COVID-19 musical public service
messages, which have been shared by the WHO and the United
Nations. They joined many of the world's top A-list performers on a
virtual stage when they were featured during the Global Citizens One
World: Together at Home virtual concert.
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Child Care beneficiaries after receiving food parcels with Christmas treats in
December 2020
6
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CHILD CARE & YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

There are currently a variety of projects under this programme:

Community Disability and
Rehabilitation Programme

Ndlovu Nutritional Units
(NNU)

Early Childhood Development
Centres (ECD)

Child Headed Households/Orphaned
Vulnerable Children (CHH/OVC)
including Social Work Services

Sports, Arts & Culture

PowerGirls

Food Parcel and food
garden programme
-a Covid-19 response

Chill Hubs including
After School Programme

alleviate the hunger pandemic. The target group for the food
parcels were children (direct beneficiaries) enrolled in the
Ndlovu Child Care & Youth Development programme and their
families (indirect beneficiaries) as well as other vulnerable
community members. Under normal circumstances, these
children receive at least two meals daily in the Nutritional
Units, Community Disability and Rehabilitation Centres and
Early Childhood and Development Centres.
For a household to be eligible, the total household income had
During this reporting period, the closure of all our Child Care

to be below R3500 per month. The programme was fully GPS

& Youth Development programmes as a measure to curb the

controlled, all households were plotted on a GPS and delivery

spread of the Covid-19 pandemic was of course inevitable and

to the right household was guaranteed. NCG Social Workers

in line with lockdown regulations but the impact of not having

and Community Health Care Workers conducted household

any nutritional services, access to health and no educational

assessments on an ongoing basis to identify those in dire

programme running was detrimental to the vulnerable child in

straits. In response to the easing of the lockdown regulations,

this community.

some programmes partially commenced activities during the
first week of September 2020.

Since the onset of the lockdown, NCG with support from
Tjommie and other stakeholders, distributed food parcels to
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Thanks to the support from Tjommie, through it all, we are able to move towards the Vision of our Child Care & Youth
Development Program: “Creating Healthy, Responsible and Employable South Africans”.

What we achieved in 2020 with your support:
Food Parcel and food garden programme
During this reporting period, NCG distributed:

937
Households reached

5480
Food parcels

7451

Direct beneciaries

48% Children
52% Adults
80%+

Female headed households

on our economy and food insecurity will be with us for some
time and with this in mind, NCG took a long-term view to make

1819

1630 By other community
members

New gardens
established

sure that we create better access to healthy food for more

NCG direct
7 New communal
182 By
than 4000 people. In an beneciary
endeavour households
to improve household

gardens established
food security and alleviating micronutrient deficiencies, NCG
initiated a vegetable garden campaign, targeting the recipients
of foods parcels and the community at large. All vegetable

4
3
NCG readily acknowledges that food parcel provision is

gardens at Ndlovu Nutritional Units were repurposed to
NNU beneciary households
Bloempoort
“seedling factories” in order to supply seedlings to our food
ECD beneciary
households
parcel
beneficiary households and other
interested community
Marapong

36%
58%
members for them to initiate food gardens at their houses.
programme
6% Disability
Due to intermittent water shortages
in our area of reach,

not a sustainable long-term solution, but a very necessary

beneciary households
beneficiary households are taught the drip irrigation system

emergency relief intervention to alleviate the suffering being

(using empty 2 litre cool drink bottles) to cultivate the land

experienced by vulnerable households. The COVID-19 impact

with minimal water consumption.

New gardens
breakdown
per area

Bloempoort

Phooko

Marapong

Ntwane

Thabakhubedu

431

376

233

445

334

10393

Direct beneciaries

8

46%
54%

Children
Adults
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7451

Adults
52%Adults
52%
52%
80%+
Female headed households
80%+
80%+
80%+
Female headed households
Adults

Direct beneciaries
Direct
Directbeneciaries
beneciaries

Femaleheaded
headedhouseholds
households
Female

During this reporting period:

By other community
1630
1630
1819
1630
1819
1630
1819
members
1819

New
communal
7Newcommunal
182
By
direct
communal
By
NCG
direct
182
ByNCG
NCG
direct
182
777New
182
beneciary
households
gardens
established
beneciary
households
gardens
established
beneciary
households
gardens established
beneciary
households

New communal

Byother
other
community
community
ByBy
other
community
members
members
members

New
gardens
New
gardens
New
gardens
New
gardens
established
established
established
established

By NCG direct

gardens established

4

NNU beneciary households
36%
NNU
beneciary
households
NNU beneciary
househo
NNU
beneciary
households
36%
36%36%
ECD
beneciary
households
58% ECD beneciary households
ECD beneciary
householdshouseho
58%
ECD beneciary
58%
58%
Disability
programme
6% Disability programme

Bloempoort

Bloempoort
4Bloempoort
4 4Bloempoort
Marapong
3 Marapong
3 3Marapong
3 Marapong

beneciary
Disabilityhouseholds
programme
6%
6%
Disability
programme
6%
beneciary households

beneciary
households
beneciary
households

Bloempoort

New gardens
Bloempoort
Bloempoort
breakdown
431
New
gardens
New
gardens
Bloempoort
per area

breakdown
New
gardens
breakdown
area
breakdown
perper
area
per area

431
431

431

Phooko

Marapong

Ntwane

Thabakhubedu

Phooko
Phooko
376

Marapong
Marapong
233

Ntwane
Ntwane
445

Thabakhubedu
Thabakhubedu
334

376
376

233
233

445
445

334
334

Phooko

Marapong

376

233

Ntwane

445

Thabakhubedu

334

46% Children
Adults
Children
54%
46%Children
46%

10393

10393
10393
Direct beneciaries

Direct beneciaries

Children
46%
Adults
Adults
54%
54%

10393

Direct beneciaries

54%

Direct beneciaries

Adults
Community members receiving free seedlings

7 different types of seedlings distributed:
Spinach

Spinach
Spinach

Cabbage

Beetroot

Cabbage
Cabbage

Beetroot
Beetroot

Onions

Onions
Onions

Tomatoes

Tomatoes
Tomatoes

Egg plants

plants
EggEgg
plants

Green pepper

Green
pepper
Green
pepper

pepper
Egg
Spinach
Cabbage
Beetroot
nutritional security
andplants
livelihoods. Green
The continued
It is Ndlovu
care Group’s
intention to extend
this servicesOnions
to to food andTomatoes
as many community members as we can reach and who are

support from Tjommie and our other stakeholders will help us

open for this assistance. Globally, food gardens have been

reach this goal so that we can address the problem of hunger

documented as an important supplemental source contributing

at scale.
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NNU Community Health Care Worker checking beneficiary’s Mid-upper arm
circumference (Muac)
10
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NDLOVU NUTRITIONAL UNITS
The closure of the NNU
programme to combat the
spread of Covid-19 meant
that the 93 children enrolled
stopped

receiving

daily

meals at the NNU centres
and caregiver workshops
had to stop as well.

The continuation of nutrition provision for these malnourished children was critical
and urgent and we had to quickly adapt our approach from centre based to home
based support to avert another tragedy from happening. Beneficiaries in the
NNU programme are considered to be vulnerable as most of them have a
compromised immune system and as such we continued with the home
based support for them even after the easing of the lockdown regulations.
To improve their household food security situation, we strengthened our
food garden programme in addition to supplementary feeding through food
parcel distribution and multivitamin supplements to ameliorate the progression
of malnutrition.
in
the programme
93 Beneciaries

37
14

Bloempoort

12
20
10

Marapong

Phooko

Ntwane
Thabakhubedu

To assess the impact of our intervention during the reporting period, we conducted a min-outcome evaluation of the
programme and a summary of the results is given below:
1. When comparing the difference in NNU beneficiaries’ weight in January 2020, mid 2020 and December 2020 after the
implementation of the food parcel programme and food gardening programme in response to the Covid-19 pandemic, a large
statistically significant difference was found.1 Beneficiaries had significantly the highest weight in December 2020 (mean =
2

3

11.9kg) than mid 2020(mean = 11.5kg) and January 2020 (mean = 9.9kg).4 There was a statistically significant difference
5

between January 2020 and mid 2020 as well. The above suggests that the results of the food garden programme and food
parcel distribution were therefore sustained.
F = 99.317; p = .000; partial eta squared = .715

4

P = .000

2

P = .000

5

F = 1.298; p = .278; eta squared = 0.06

3

P = .000

1
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6

2. When comparing beneficiary weight across the five NNUs, no statistical significant difference was observed. This suggests
that the five NNU centres are very similar in the way they operate and function in similar settings.

What some NNU beneficiaries’ primary caregivers are saying:

Now I am able to make proper
food for my children

I like gardening, we get fresh vegetables, can
save the little money that we can get

What I like most about the programme is
the gardening part. Now I don't have to
buy vegetables, I grow them myself, it is
not like I had the money to buy anyway

12

Before the NNU, my child never used to pick up weight.
When I started attending the NNU, they taught us many
things, gardening, how to prepare nutritious food for
our children and a lot of other things about taking care
of children. Now my child is growing, he has picked up
weight. We are even selling some vegetables now

The food gardens helps us
a lot, we do not have to buy
vegetables anymore

My child has gained some
weight and now can do some
things like playing, which he
never used to do

Tjommie Annual Report 2020

Awareness march on International day of people with disability 2020
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COMMUNITY DISABILITY AND REHABILITATION PROGRAMME

During the Covid-19 induced lockdown regulations, we had to adapt our approach from centre based to home based support
to ensure that the most vulnerable beneficiaries continued to receive services while they are in their home environment and at
the same time reduce their exposure to the dreaded pandemic.
Our beneficiaries are categorized into two groups, the Cerebral palsy (CP) group and Intellectual impairment (II) group. The CP
group is considered to be the most vulnerable group owing to their compromised immune system and as such we continued
with the home based support for them even after the easing of the lockdown regulations.
However, they would intermittently visit the centre to use specialised
therapy equipment. We re-opened our centre in September 2020 for the
II group for them to continue with their vocational training projects and
all the Covid-19 safety protocols were fully observed.

& youth living with Disabilities
(CYLwD) currently in the programme
41 Children

12
29

with Cerebral palsy
with Intellectual impairment

CEREBRAL PALSY GROUP
This group mainly consists of beneficiaries with cerebral palsy. Other diagnosis includes down syndrome, autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) and hydrocephalus.

During this reporting period, services offered to this group included:

14

Ÿ

Assessment of the caregiver knowledge, home environment and
the beneciaries level of functioning

Ÿ

Treatment in the home environment

Ÿ

Education of the caregiver

Ÿ

Treatment at the centre using specialised therapy equipment's
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STORY OF KABELO
Above is a picture of Kabelo, he is 7 years old and diagnosed

Therapist (OT) and his team conducted a home visit, they

with cerebral palsy. He has no active movement on any

noticed contractures on his elbows and knees. They discovered

parts of his body besides his eyes and mouth. If he is left

that a posture chair, which is used to therapeutically support

in one position for a prolonged period, the muscles harden

the beneficiary, was not being used effectively.

and shorten leading to contractures. When the Occupational

Intervention:
1. Teaching the caregiver massage and stretching the beneficiary in order
to avoid contractures
2. Teaching the caregiver proper positioning of the child in the posture
chair to ensure the beneficiary is fully supported
3. Showing the caregiver activities to help with stimulating the beneficiary
to help with arousal and orientation to his surrounding

Follow-up unannounced home visits were made to ensure that

the beneficiary in and out of the posture chair effectively, the

the caregiver was effectively skilled to support the beneficiary

beneficiary’s hygiene is improved and the caregiver is now

at home. The caregiver is now able to independently place

confident in her skills to support the beneficiary.

Tjommie Annual Report 2020
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VOCATIONAL TRAINING FOR THE INTELLECTUAL IMPAIRMENT GROUP
We offer a range vocational skills to children and youth living with disabilities who are still able to perform certain physical
tasks. The aim of this is to give them skills that can potentially provide opportunities for self-sufficiency and improvement in
their living conditions. When it comes to integrating the disabled people into society, vocational training can be a huge help.
Not only can these courses help them make the most of their abilities, but they also provide a stepping stone towards a stable
life as well as improve their cognitive skills, enhance their self-esteem and confidence.

The range of training programmes we offer include:

Educational programme

Baking project

Beadwork project

Gardening project

Sewing project

Carpentry project

Overall, the vocational training programmes scored 65% on average according to our progress rating scale. Baking and
gardening had the highest score of 69% each and beading had the lowest rating of 59%.

65% Overall Progress

66% Educational programme
69% Baking project
59% Beadwork project
64% Gardening project
69% Sewing project
65% Carpentry project

16
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VOCATIONAL TRAINING RATING SCALE
1

2

3

4

5

X
Has no understanding

Has understanding
but no application

Has understanding but
requires full support
to apply

Has understanding
but requires minimal
support to apply

Has understanding
and can carry out
tasks independently

Educational Programme

X

5

4

66%

In the Educational
Program, beneficiaries
are equipped
with life skills and
4
10
6
Progress
score
functional mathematics. In life skills, we have both practical
and discussion
based sessions where we teach beneficiaries in personal hygiene, taking care
of their surroundings, grooming, general safety, shopping skills and sexual

VOCATIONAL
TRAINING
RATING
SCALE
health and
job interviews.
In functional
maths, our focus is on maths skills that

X

1

1

X

69%

are used in2 everyday life such as
9 money skills. This0 happens every Monday
scoreand
to Thursday with two different groups. Group 1 attends Progress
on Mondays
Tuesdays; Group 2 attends on Wednesdays and Thursdays. The aim of this
project is to provide the beneficiaries skills necessary for them to achieve their
highest level of independence in personal care and being able to cope with the

64%

X

demands
in8 their surroundings.
29
participated.
Has understanding
Has understanding
but Has
understanding
7 Has understanding
4 beneficiaries
8
score
but no application
requires full support
but requires minimal
andProgress
can carry
out
to apply
support to apply
tasks independently
Evaluation results from the formative assessments of their progress are shown below:

Has no understanding
2

XX

5

2

4

2

4
4

4

10

5

6

69%
66%

0

59%
69%

Progress score

Progress score

(Most of the participants (34%) had understanding but required minimal support to apply)

XX

1

3

Baking Project

X

X

1

0

2

6

1

8

9
2

11

9

0

Progress score

Progress score

65%

In this project, beneficiaries learn basic baking skills with the focus being
8
4
0
on basic kitchen hygiene, kitchen safety, knowledge of baking
material
Progress
scoreand

64%

equipment,8 baking different items 4(mainly muffins) and7selling skills.
Progress score
13 beneficiaries participated in the baking programme.

2

Evaluation results from the formative assessments of their progress
are shown below:
5
4
4
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X

2

69%

Progress score

X

Progress score

VOCATIONAL TRAINING RATING SCALE

X

1

1

X

2

9

0

69%

Progress score

(Most of the participants (69%) had understanding but required minimal support to apply)

Has no understanding
2

X

Has understanding
but no8application

Gardening Project

X
X

Has understanding but
8 full support
requires
to apply

64%

Has understanding
Has understanding
7
4
but requires minimal
and can carry out
score
support to apply
tasks Progress
independently

66%
69%

In the gardening project, beneficiaries are educated on

5
2

4
2

4
4

10
6 gardening tools and
making flowerpots,
gardening safety,
5
4
Progress score
materials, soil preparation, types of gardens,
preparing
Progress
score
seedlings, transplanting, harvesting and selling skills.
29 beneficiaries took park in the gardening project.

X
X

1
3

1
6

2
9

X

02

81

8

69%
59%

9
0
0
Progress score
Evaluation11results from the formative
Progress score
assessments of their progress are shown below:

4

07

64%
65%

Progress score

(Most of the beneficiaries had understanding but no application (28%) or understanding but requiring full support to apply

(28%)

X

2

2

4

6

9

4

5

69%

Progress score

Sewing Project

X

59%

Beneficiaries in this project are taught on basic sewing

3

11focus being on sewing
0 safety, hand sewing
skills with the
Progress score
and operating a sewing machine with the aim of starting
a small business in this area. This project occurs every
Wednesday and Thursday with only 1 group of higher

X

0

1

8

65%

functioning beneficiaries with intellectual disabilities.

4

0

17 beneficiaries participated in the sewing
project.score
Progress

Evaluation results from the formative assessments of their progress are shown below:

18
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X
X

5

4

4

10

6

2

2

4

4

5

VOCATIONAL TRAINING RATING SCALE

(Most of the beneficiaries

X
X

(29%) had understanding and could carry out tasks independetly)

X
1

1

2

9

0

3

6

9

11

0

Beading Project
Has no understanding
2

X
X

0

X
X

5
2

X
X

1
3

(Most of the beneficiaries

X

66%
Progress score
69%
Progress score

69%
Progress score
59%
Progress score

64%
65%

Has understanding Has understanding but Has understanding
Has understanding
but no8application In thisrequires
support arebuttaught
can carry
out
project,
beneficiaries
skillsminimal
on how to7 doand
different
beadwork
8 full
4requires
Progress
score
apply
support
to apply
tasks independently
and how 8
totosell
them. This takes
1
4 place every Monday
0 to Thursday with 2
score
different groups. Group 1 comes on Mondays and Tuesdays, Progress
Group 2 comes
Wednesdays and Thursdays.
29 beneficiaries took park in the beading project.
4
4
10
6
2
4
4
5
Progress score
Progress
score
Evaluation results from the formative assessments of their
progress
are shown below:

66%
69%

1
6

2
9

9
11

0
0

(38%) had understanding but required minimal support to apply)
81

20

88

44

70

69%
59%
Progress score
Progress score

64%
65%
Progress score
Progress score

Carpentry Project

X

2

2

69%

Carpentry involves the use of various tools and equipment to make different

4

4

5

wood products. There are few basic products that are madeProgress
in this project
score
which includes phone stands, laptop stands, serving trays and garden raised
beds. They are trained on carpentry tools & materials, health and safety,
measuring, cutting and finishing methods.

X

3

6

X

0

1

(Most of the beneficiaries

13 beneficiaries participated in the carpentry programme.

59%

0
11
9
Progress
score
Evaluation results from the formative assessments of their
progress
are shown below:

8

4

0

65%

Progress score

(62%) had understanding but required full support to apply)
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ECD beneficiaries learning about Covid-19 safety
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EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT (ECD) CENTRES

The disruptions to everyday life instigated by the Covid-19

The ongoing crisis only exacerbated the situation of most of

pandemic meant that children enrolled in our ECDs were at

our ECD children who live in home environments characterized

home unable to attend early childhood education and care

by a lack of access to developmentally appropriate resources,

and therefore entirely reliant on their caregivers for nurturing

such as toys and books, low levels of stimulation and

care and to meet all of their developmental needs (physical,

responsive care, or inadequate supervision, never mind other

emotional, social and cognitive). Optimal brain development

necessities.

requires a stimulating and enriching environment, adequate

Furthermore, most of our beneficiaries’ caregivers have low

nutrition, learning opportunities and social interaction with

levels of education and it is unrealistic to expect them to

attentive caregivers.

be able to offset the resulting gaps from children’s lack of
attendance to education and other care opportunities.
Year

Total enrolments
since 2018

Total enrolments
per ECD centre
since 2018

2021
2020
2019
2018

Total enrolments

140
286
270
188

*NB: The 2021 enrolment numbers are low due to the implementation
of the Covid-19 induced regulations specifically social distancing.

Year

Bloempoort

Ntwane

Phooko

Malerato

2021
2020
2019
2018

37
94
77
46

42
87
83
60

40
76
76
50

21
29
34
32

Owing to the Covid 19 pandemic government regulations, the maximum possible enrolment in 2021 is 165, thus 85%
capacity has been used so far as enrolments are still ongoing.
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Current enrolment
capacity per
ECD centre:

ECD centre

Current capacity

Capacity utilisation

Bloempoort

48

77%

Ntwane

42

100%

Phooko

45

89%

Malerato

30

70%

Grade RR Classes
Following the easing of the lockdown regulations in September

286

grade RR
lockdown
177 Inbefore

94
76
87
29

classes in
September 2020
134 Resumed
grade RR
lockdown
177 Inbefore

2020, only Grade RR classes (those
to graduate
in 2020
Totalwere
children
enrolled
to start primary school in 2021) commenced.

Bloempoort
Phooko

75%

Ntwane

Total children enrolled
286
Malerato

94 Bloempoort
Meals provided
76880
76 Phooko
87 Ntwane
29 Malerato

76880 Meals provided
Year
Total graduations
since 2018
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2020
2019
2018

Total enrolments

130
125
119

to grade R
(Primary school)
130 Graduated
Resumed classes in
September 2020
134
37 Bloempoort
97%

75%

34
46
13

Phooko
Ntwane

130
Malerato
37
34
46
13

97%

Graduated to grade R
(Primary school)

Bloempoort
Phooko
Ntwane
Malerato
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Total graduations
per ECD centre
since 2018

Year

Bloempoort

Ntwane

Phooko

Malerato

2020
2019
2018

37
29
35

46
39
42

34
36
20

13
21
22

Class out of the box - 2020 learner progress
The “Class out of the box” paradigm, which was introduced
into our ECDs towards the end of 2018, encourages children
to ask questions, learn by “doing” and engage in problemsolving situations. They will be inspired and motivated to
grow into inquisitive and curious young learners, which will
ultimately give them the grounding and expertise to continue
their learning path with excitement and enjoyment. We allow
them the freedom to explore their natural surroundings, to
equip them with solid foundations, to face the challenges of
today.
We adapt our teaching ways to suit every child’s learning

enthusiasm, and meaning to their learning journey. Our vision

style, be it auditory, visual or kinesthetic. We inspire learning

is to create a holistic and peaceful environment where children

by ‘doing’, rather than by sitting at desks for hours on end.

are encouraged to learn through exploration, story and play.

We believe that theme based learning provides passion,

The progress of the children is assessed according to the Class out of the box milestones:

Physical development

Gross motor skills

Language development

Fine motor skills

Mathematical ability

Development of
visual perception

Arts and culture

Development of
auditory perception

Emotional and
social development

The overall progress on the Class out of the box milestones for Grade RR learners was 68% , with highest progress of 74%
in physical development and the lowest progress of 60% in fine motor skills.
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The breakdown per milestone is shown below:

74%

Physical
development

71%

Gross motor
skills

60%

Fine motor
skills

64%

Development of
visual perception

69%

Development
of auditory
perception

70%

Language development

64%

Mathematical
ability

69%

Arts and culture

70%

Emotional and
social development

Class out of the box scale

24

1 = Not achieved
2 = Partly achieved
3 = Satisfactorily achieved
4 = Excellently achieved
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Salaminah with her children and siblings’ children next to the corrugated iron shack they live in
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CHILD HEADED HOUSEHOLDS/ORPHANED AND VULNERABLE CHILDREN (OVC)
INCLUDING SOCIAL WORK SERVICES
Under this programme, we witnessed an increase in gender
based violence against women, children and other vulnerable
community members as family members were forced to
share limited spaces with no room for outside movements
due to Covid-19 induced lockdown regulations.
One of the bizarre cases is that of a young girl who was
continuously sexually abused by her older brother since
September 2020. She is now 4 months pregnant and her
pregnancy has advanced to a level where she has no other
options available to her.
Such cases will remain hidden and will only be discovered
after some time after serious mental and psychological
repercussions. The reduction of certain government services
and working hours made it difficult to render proper services
especially to gender based violence cases. This was coupled
by regular postponement of court cases due to court
employees and perpetrators testing positive and forcing court
and probation services closures.

11 children assisted to get ofcial ID documents

21 children were educated and prepared to stand
as primary witness in a sexual offense court case.

267 families offered psychosocial support services

47 children living with disabilities offered social
work services

23 children received school uniform and clothing

180 OVC received home visits

74 temporary crisis intervention.

“Cases of crises intervention were reported ranging from family bereavement,
gender based violence, child neglect and child abuse”.

STORY OF SALAMINAH
Salaminah is a 20-year-old woman from Bloempoort area. She cannot read or write as she dropped out of grade 4 and
there are no prospects of her getting employment due to lack of education.

26
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Salaminah’s family home garden
She has 2 children aged 1 and 5 and she is currently pregnant,

however, this had been delayed due incessant rainfall.

expecting her 3rd child. The second child and the unborn

Salaminah takes care of all the young children whilst her older

baby share the same father whilst the oldest child is a product

siblings are at work. The father of the youngest two children

of rape by the older sister`s former boyfriend. The family

is still in a relationship with Salaminah and does odd jobs

dropped a criminal case after the rape incident.

whenever he is able to. All three of her sisters and the
one brother are currently employed around

The Ndlovu Social worker intervened but

the local farms as seasonal workers.

respected the wishes of the family not

However, only one of the sisters has a

to proceed with the criminal case. The
other 5 siblings have three children

stable income as a farm worker and

each. She is the youngest of the 6

is currently providing for the rest

(4 girls and 2 boys) siblings who

of family’s needs. She also gets a

currently all share a small incomplete

meagre child support grant for her

two-roomed house and a corrugated

three children to support the family
of 23.

iron shack next to it together with their
17 children soon to be 18. Salaminah

The family mostly depend on hands out

and her 2 children do not have any official

from neighbours as well as sporadic support

identification documents thus she cannot
access child support grants for her children from the

from Ndlovu Child Care and Youth Development

South African Social Security Agency (SASSA). However,

programme. Community Healthcare Workers from the Ndlovu

our Social worker has started engaging with the local home

Nutritional Units visited the family to encourage and train them

affairs department on this matter.

on food gardening to improve their dire situation in terms of
food security.

The family uses an open-air kitchen. There is no gas or
electricity and as a result, the family members collect firewood
to make fire and keep warm during cold winter months and
summer days. They also use the firewood to prepare their
meals on the open fire. There is no toilet or facilities for the
family members to relieve themselves so they use the open
veld when nature calls which poses a risk of snakebites and
other health hazards. The Ndlovu Care Group maintenance
team is working on erecting a pit latrine toilet for the family;
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After School Programme beneficiaries playing an indigenious game
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CHILL HUBS INCLUDING AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAMME

The Ndlovu Chill Hubs create a conducive environment for children and youth to come and visit, relax, read a book, watch
a video, do homework, get computer and internet access, become computer literate, complete their school assignments,
and have access to the World Wide Web.

The Chill Hub’s provide Social Work Services, After Schools
Program, and Assisted Homework Classes. The
Chill Hubs are a safe-haven for children in
an environment of deep poverty.

outside of class time. They can take the form of more traditional
instruction, complete with assessments, or more
interactive activities intended to actively engage
the learners. The activities are aligned with
what the learners should be learning during

The After School programme, took

a normal school day. We mainly focus

a new reinvigorated approach in

on mathematics and physical sciences,

September 2020 as an essential

however learners with problems in other

response to the Covid-19 pandemic.

subjects are also assisted.

As

the

pandemic

progresses

unabated, its wrath has not spared the
already fragile education system, which
has been severely disrupted especially in
impoverished communities. The effects of the

Primary school learners are mostly assisted
with homework and they are also given extra
tasks. In an endeavour to help the primary school
learners broaden their way of thinking, we also focus on

Covid-19 pandemic have simply deepened the fault lines in

maths, life skills and languages in the most fun and enjoyable

our society and left our more vulnerable children even further

way. Emphasis is also placed on helping them with reading

behind. The After School programme will help this vulnerable

as most of the learners have difficulty reading which hinders

group to emerge from this crisis strong, resilient and hopeful

them from excelling and reaching their full potential. To assess

– and we will be there to help them do so. All the while, we

the progress of the learners in terms of learning outcomes,

are interrogating and exploring how our post-COVID world

we use school assessment reports in conjunction with our

could be much better for the school communities and learners

internal assessments as a baseline and formative measure

in our area who have always had the odds stacked against

during their enrolment in the programme.

them. While we realise that extended learning cannot replace
schooling, we believe that the After-School Programme
community can make a significant contribution to government
efforts.
The After School programme serve children and youth of
all ages in primary and secondary school. The programme
encompass a broad range of focus areas around academic
support intended to build on and enhance student learning
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Enrolments from September – December 2020:
enrolled into
the programme
247 Learners

135
112

Elandsdoorn campus
Bloempoort campus

45%
40%

Secondary school learners

8%
7%

Computer literacy learners

Primary school learners

Matric rewrites

(Learners who did not pass Grade 12 and
repeating it but not attending school, who
require help in the subjects they are repeating)

SCHOOL HOLIDAY PROGRAMME
The school holiday programme is about getting children in the community to continue reading and engaging in sports even
when they are on a school break. We also facilitate outdoors activities that make learning fun and keep children away from the
streets where they can engage in mischievous activities such as smoking and drinking alcohol. Most of the participants are
between the ages of 7 and 16 years, children in these age groups are in Grade 1 up to Grade 9.

Activities in the holiday programme include:

English Reading

Computer Games

Indigenous Games

Board Games

Table Tennis

Tennis

166
58%
42%
30

Learners enrolled into
the programme

Elandsdoorn campus
Bloempoort campus
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Outdoor aerobics session after the lockdown
Tjommie Annual Report 2020
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SPORTS, ARTS & CULTURE

NDLOVU YOUTH CHOIR

Since they graced the America Got Talent finals, the choir has undertaken two European tours, sold out every public
performance and performed on numerous local and international television and radio shows. Performance highlights
include a performance to over 115 000 people in Cape Town and The Match in Africa which featured Rafael Nadal, Roger
Federer, Bill Gates and Trevor Noah.

During the Coronavirus crisis the choir continued to offer hope and inspiration
with their enthusiastic COVID-19 musical public service messages which
were shared by the WHO and the United Nations. They joined many of the
world’s top A-list performers on a virtual stage when they were featured
during the Global Citizens One World: Together at Home virtual concert.

As the Ndlovu Youth Choir’s meteoric rise continues, they strive
to push the creative boundaries of song and dance to reach and
touch audiences of all ages across the globe. Their high energy
performances have not only thrilled audiences around the world, but
have shared a message of hope, love and togetherness
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SPORTS
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

One of the JCF beneciaries was accepted into the South African Football Association
excellence academy in February 2020 where he is training with the national (Bafana
Bafana) under 16 team

A sports league was started at the beginning of 2020 at
Elandsdoorn JCF courts

We partnered with the South African Wheelchair Tennis Association and 7 JCF
beneciaries living with disabilities receive professional training twice a week from a
licenced wheelchair coach

CHALLENGES

In the face of the Covid-19 pandemic and in line with lockdown regulations, we have
instituted a number of restrictions on our sporting activities and thus we have
witnessed a massive decline in the number of participants.

2013

Children & youth used our
Cruyff Courts regularly in 2020
50% decrease from 2019

74%
26%

School children
Community members
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1905 people who used the Elandsdoorn
Cruyff Courts regularly

108 people who used the Bloempoort
Cruyff Courts regularly

486

Tennis Court

315

69

Basketball Court

1905

335

Soccer Court

108

21

Bloempoort Soccer Team Boys
Bloempoort Netball Team Girls

Volleyball Court

274

Bloempoort Soccer Team Girls

Netball Court
18

495

Elandsdoorn Fitness Centre
total number of gym members

268

Before lockdown
Current membership
191

DISABILITY SPORTS
As part of their therapeutic journey, the 29 intellectually disabled
beneficiaries in our Community Disability and Rehabilitation
Programme take part in sporting activities. Since the resumption
of the programme in September, they have been attending aerobics
sessions on Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
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Current progress of the Vocational School and construction team
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VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
The construction of the vocational school was not an exception, it was also put on hold since the lockdown started and only
resumed in September, a huge progress has since been made
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CONCLUSION
It is unknown how and when South Africa will return to

employees have proven that change management has caused

normal but we have realized that the “New Normal” will never

us no loss but a lot of appreciation from the community,

be as before. The novel coronavirus is certainly a crisis, but

respect from donors and curiosity from the organisations

alongside this crisis, we face opportunities.

who found themselves ‘trembling in the silence’

Ndlovu Care Group re-invented itself and

of all that overcoming them. Ndlovu Care Group
has also taken here the step to assist where

with enormous efforts adapted itself in

possible in order to have social mobilization

no time, without losing any program,

and social coherence in times of need as

any job and any service to the

a priority.

community.
From

a

centre

based

Ndlovu Care Group has even strengthened

care

the relationships with the community,

organization we adapted our programs

the Department of Health, NHLS and NICD

to a home based care organization. With

through COVID19. It has also connected NCG to

amazing speed all our employees as well as
community members adapted a ‘COVID-19
lifestyle’ with its restrictions. Ndlovu Care Group and its

many South African companies who all have CSI
programs were we have never been able to tap into before.

“Never waste a good crisis”
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: ANOVA descriptive statistics – repeated measures

Appendix 2: ANOVA pairwise comparisons – repeated measures

Appendix 3: ANOVA multivariate tests – repeated measures
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Appendix 4: ANOVA table – between groups

Appendix 5: ANOVA multiple comparisons table – between groups

Appendix 6: ANOVA robust test of equality of means – between groups
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Appendix 7: ANOVA descriptive – between groups
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